Between the Lines

Nick Anderson has a novel way to engage the readers of the Louisville Courier-Journal. Like the late caricaturist, Al Hirschfeld, Nick hides his sons' names among the lines and squiggles in each of his drawings. See if you can find the names in the toon. Circle them to prove it!

Draw your own conclusions

A few (easy) questions about this cartoon.

1. Who are these 4 guys?

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

2. The caricatures are posed as theatrical masks depicting Comedy and Tragedy. Draw your own version of the theater masks here.

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

3. Is there something else being implied by the cartoonist in his selection of who is comedy and who is tragedy? Or is it just that one guy is naturally grumpier than the other? Explain.

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

4. Which other pairs of famous folks would you draw as Comedy and Tragedy figures? List a few here.

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________